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ABSTRACT
We present optical (IJBVIC) observations of a rich and complex field in the Galactic plane 
towards I ~ 305° and b ~ 0°. Our analysis reveals a significantly high interstellar absorption 
(Ay ~ 10) and an abnormal extinction law in this line of sight. Availing a considerable number 
of colour combinations, the photometric diagrams allow us to derive new estimates of the 
fundamental parameters of the two open clusters Danks 1 and Danks 2. Due to the derived 
abnormal reddening law in this line of sight, both clusters appear much closer (to the Sun) 
than previously thought. Additionally, we present the optical colours and magnitudes of the 
WR 48a star, and its main parameters were estimated. The properties of the two embedded 
clusters, DBS2003 130 and 131, are also addressed. We identify a number of young stellar 
objects which are probable members of these clusters. This new material is then used to revisit 
the spiral structure in this sector of the Galaxy showing evidence of populations associated 
with the inner Galaxy Scutum-Crux arm.
Key words: stars: individual: WR 48a - open clusters and associations: general - Galaxy: 
structure.
1 INTRODUCTION
The study of embedded Galactic clusters is fundamental in tracing 
the Galactic spiral structure and improves our understanding of the 
star formation process. Our group has investigated several Galactic 
plane regions in the fourth quadrant line of sights (see Vázquez 
et al. 2005; Carraro & Costa 2009), and in this paper we further 
extend this study to a region located at I = 305° and b ~ 0°. This 
region contains very interesting objects: an important cloud which 
obscures two compact young open clusters (Danks 1 and Danks 2), 
a WR star (WR 48a) and at least three embedded clusters (DBS2003 
130, 131 and 132) so far detected only in the infrared (IR) (Dutra 
et al. 2003). There are also several Hii regions and OH/H2O maser 
sources (see Danks et al. 1984 or Clark & Porter 2004 for a detailed 
description).
The open clusters Danks 1 and Danks 2 were first detected by 
Danks et al. (1983), and their parameters were only recently esti­
mated by Bica et al. (2004), using BVI and JHK photometry. In this 
regard, we show that complementing the optical and IR data with 
U observations adds valuable information that allows a better de­
termination of the interstellar absorption in this line of sight. As for 
the embedded clusters, it is important to note that only DBS2003 
131 has been extensively studied in the IR (Leistra et al. 2005; 
Longmore et al. 2007), and that none of three clusters has been 
studied in the optical.
In this paper, we perform a detailed wide field study at I = 305° 
using all UBVI and JHK, of all the aforementioned objects, and 
derive updated estimates of their fundamental parameters. We then 
analyse this field with respect to other fields in the fourth Galactic 
quadrant to derive information about the Galactic spiral structure of 
this portion of the disc.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the 
used data, and the reduction and calibration procedures. In Section 3, 
we present the analysis of the data together with the main cluster 
parameters. Finally, in Sections 4 and 5 we discuss and summarize 
our results.
2 DATA
2.1 Observations
U BVI c images of the region under study (see Fig. 1) were acquired 
using the Y4KCAM camera attached to the 1.0-m telescope, which 
is operated by the Small and Moderate Aperture Research Tele­
scope System (SMARTS) consortium1 and placed at Cerro Tololo 
Inter-American Observatory (CTIO). This camera is equipped with 
a 4064 x 4064 CCD with 15 p. pixels. This setup provides direct 
imaging over a field of view (FOV) 20.0 x 20.0 arcmin2 with a
1 http://www.astro.yale.edu/smarts
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Figure 1. Left-hand image (panel a) shows a second generation DSS-2 (red filter) image centred at 0'21100 = 13:12:43.4, ¿2000 = —62:39:2.2 and covering 
a field of 30.0 x 30.0 arcmin2. Open clusters Danks 1/2; embedded clusters DBS2003 130. 131 and 132; and HD 1145115 star are identified. Solid square 
indicates the full studied area, whereas the dotted rectangles trace the regions highlighted in the right panels (b, c and d). as these appear on our long 1 exposure.
scale of 0.289 arcsec pixel '. The relatively large FOV allowed us 
to include several objects present in the region and also to have 
an important sample of the adjacent stellar field in this part of 
the Galactic plane. The CCD was operated without binning, at a 
nominal gain and read-out noise of 1.44 e-/ADU and 7 e- (this 
detector is read by means of four different amplifiers). Other de­
tector characteristics can be found at http://www.astronomy.ohio- 
state.edu/Y4KCam/detector.html. Details on the observations are 
given in Table I. Typical full width at half-maximum of the data 
was about 0.9 arcsec, and airmass values during the observation of 
the scientific frames ranged from 1.19 to 1.22.
2.2 Reduction
All frames were pre-processed in a standard way using the iraf2 
package ccdred. To this aim. zero exposures and sky flats were 
taken every night. In order to achieve deep photometry, all the long 
exposures within each band were combined using imcombine task. 
This procedure helps to remove cosmic rays and improve the signal- 
to-noise ratio of the faintest stars. In particular, five images were 
combined in U band, allowing us to reach the U — B index for the 
brightest stars of Danks 1 and Danks 2. However, it was not enough 
for the case of embedded clusters, where only data in BVI bands 
could be obtained.
2 iraf is distributed by National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which 
is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy 
(AURA) under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation 
(NSF).
Photometry was then performed using iraf daophot and photcai, 
packages. Instrumental magnitudes were obtained using the point 
spread function (PSF) method (Stetson 1987). Since the FOV is 
large, a quadratic spatially variable PSF was adopted and its cal­
ibration on each image was done using several isolated, spatially 
well-distributed, bright stars (about 25) across the field. The PSF 
photometry was finally aperture-corrected for each filter and expo­
sure time. Aperture corrections were computed performing aperture 
photometry of a suitable number (about 20) of bright stars in the 
field. In order to obtain a more complete sample of the stars in the 
observed region, an additional photometry table was generated us­
ing as input the coordinates (converted to pixels) of all the stars that 
according to the Two-Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) catalogue 
must be present in our FOV. Finally, all data from different fil­
ters and exposures were combined and calibrated using daomaster 
(Stetson 1992).
2.3 Photometric calibration
Standard star-selected areas (see Table I) from the catalogue of 
Landolt (1992) were used to determine the transformation equa­
tions relating our instrumental magnitudes to the standard UBVIc 
system. The selection of the fields was done in order to provide a 
wide range in colours. Then, aperture photometry was carried out 
for all the standard stars (~70 per night) using the iraf photcai. 
package. To tie our observations to the standard system, we use 
transformation equations of the form
u — U T u 1 T 112(^7 — B) T u3X (rms = 0.04) (1)
h = B + b, + b2(B — V) + b3X (rms = 0.03) (2)
u = V + Up,,, + v2lw(B — V) + v3X (rms = 0.02) (3)
v = V + + v2v/(V — lc)+ V3X (rms = 0.02) (4)
1 = Ze T (| T i2(V — /^) T i3X (rms = 0.02), (5)
where UBVIc and ubvi are standard and instrumental magnitudes, 
respectively, and X is the airmass of the observation. The transfor­
mation coefficients and extinction coefficients for the CTIO Obser­
vatory are shown at the bottom of Table I. To derive V magnitudes, 
we use expression (3) when the B magnitude was available; other­
wise expression (4) was used.
c' 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation c 2009 RAS, MNRAS 398, 221-232
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Table 1. Journal of observations of the scientific frames together with used calibration coefficients (2006 March 23 and 24).
Date Frames U B V Ic Nf
Scientific frames
23 and 24 Long 2000 x 5 1200 x 2 900 x 2 700 x 2 1
Medium 200 x 2 100 x 2 100 x 2 100 x 2 1
Short 30 x 2 30 x 2 30 x 2 30 x 2 1
Standard frames (Landolt 1992)
23 SA101 400 200 150 130 2
SA 107 200 50 30 30 3
24 SA101 400 200 150 130 2
SA101 200 50 30 30 1
SA 104 400 200 150 130 1
SA 104 200 50 30 30 1
SA 107 200 50 30 30 3
Calibration and extinction coefficients
«1 = 4-3.284 ± 0.007
«2 = -0.025 ± 0.012
«3 = 4-0.45
61 = 4-2.025 ± 0.012
62 = 4-0.167 ±0.015 
b3 = ±0.25
vlbv = ±1.822 ± 0.010
= -0.054 ± 0.012 
nlv; = 4-1.836 ± 0.008 
v2vi = -0.059 ± 0.009 
v3 = ±0.16
¡1 = ±2.677 ± 0.016 
i2 = -0.002 ± 0.018
i3 = ±0.08
Note. N indicates the number of obtained exposures in case it is more than 1, while Nf indicates the amount of different observed frames 
in each field.
2.4 Complementary data and astrometry
Other available catalogues, such as the 2MASS (Cutri et al. 2003; 
Skrutskie et al. 2006), are of fundamental importance to perform 
a more complete analysis of the region under investigation. There­
fore, using the X-Y stellar positions obtained from our data, their 
equatorial coordinates were computed. First of all, a matched list 
of X-Y and RA, Dec. was built by visually identifying about 20 
2MASS stars in the field under study. The stars in the list were then 
used to obtain transformation equations to get equatorial coordi­
nates for the remaining stars. In a second step, a computer routine 
was used to cross-identify all the sources in common with the same 
catalogues by matching the equatorial coordinates to the catalogued 
ones. The rms of the residuals was ~0.17 arcsec, which is about 
the astrometric precision of the 2MASS catalogue (~0.12 arcsec), 
as expected since most of the coordinates were retrieved from this 
catalogue.
2.5 Final catalogue
The above procedure allowed us to build an astrometric, photomet­
ric (UBVIJHK) catalogue that constitutes the main observational 
data base used in this study. A solid analysis of the behaviour of 
the stellar energy distributions can be carried out with this tool, 
thus preventing possible degeneracies in the photometric diagrams 
and allowing us to obtain more reliable results. The full catalogue 
with a total of 34310 stars is only available in electronic form at 
the Centre de Donnes astronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS). It in­
cludes X-Ypositions, 2MASS identification (when available), equa­
torial coordinates (epoch 2000.0), optical and 2MASS photometry. 
Table 2 is a summary of that catalogue including only stars adopted 
as likely cluster members or probable young stellar objects (YSOs).
3 DATA ANALYSIS
3.1 Selection of zones
With the aim of simplifying the analysis of the data, the studied 
region was divided into several sets presented in Table 3 (see also 
Fig. 1).
In this manner, DI, D2, DBS130 and DBS131 correspond to 
the regions involving the studied clusters and their surrounding ar­
eas; while Fl, F2, F130 and F131 correspond to the respective, 
adopted, comparison field for each cluster. We emphasize on two 
facts: (a) each comparison field covers the same sky area as the 
corresponding cluster region and (b), as will be explained in Sec­
tion 3.3.2, embedded cluster BDS2003 132 was not included in this 
study.
3.2 Photometric diagrams
The two-colour diagrams (TCDs) and colour-magnitude diagrams 
(CMDs) of the different zones are shown in Figs 2-10 in a self- 
explanatory format (see also Section 3.1).
The TCDs of the cluster zones (Figs 2, 4 and 7) clearly show 
the presence of the expected field population along with a heavily 
reddened (EB_V ~ 2.5) group of stars, most likely cluster members. 
In all studied zones, B — V versus V — I diagrams confirm the 
above-mentioned trend and show that the cluster members suffer 
abnormal reddening laws, unlike the field population which follow 
a normal one. As a consequence, individual R (= AV/EB_V) values 
were derived for each cluster.
The optical CMDs of the cluster zones (Figs 3, 5 and 8) also 
illustrate that the cluster populations are made of very reddened 
stars. According to the IR CMDs, 2MASS data do not have enough 
precision to improve the information obtained from the optical
© 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation © 2009 RAS, MNRAS 398, 221-232
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Table 3. Description of studied zones.
Name Shape Centre Radius (r) (arcmin)
Dl Circle Danks 1 0.96
Fl Corona Danks 1 0.96 < r < 1.36
D2 Circle Danks 2 1.44
F2 Corona Danks 2 1.44 <r < 2.04
DBST30 Circle DBS2003 130 0.72
F130 Corona DBS2003 130 0.72 < r < 1.02
DBST31 Circle DBS2003 131 0.72
F131 Corona DBS2003 131 0.72 < r < 1.02
Field The remaining observed area
photometric diagrams. However, it is important to note that the 
chosen distance for each cluster (see Section 3.3) produced a co­
herent fit of the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) or main sequence 
(MS) along all the CMDs (optical and IR) as lower envelopes of the 
adopted member stars.
3.3 Main objects in the studied region
3.3.1 Danks 1 and Danks 2
Danks 1 (C1309-624) and Danks 2 (C1310-624) are catalogued as 
open clusters with a diameter of 1.0 and 1.5 arcmin, respectively, 
and both classified with a Trumpler class 1-1-p- (Lynga 1987; 
Dias et al. 2002). That is why the sizes of the respective regions 
(DI, Fl, D2 and F2) were chosen (see Section 3.1) to analyse the 
cluster itself and the behaviour of its associated field, respectively. 
Although these clusters are more easily detectable in IR, still 
they appear as clear overdensities in Digitized Sky Survey 2 (DSS-2)
Figure 2. Optical TCDs of stars located in DI zone, (see also Section 3.1 and Fig. 1 for zone definitions), (a) U — B versus B — V diagram. Heavy black 
circles are likely cluster members, whereas light dots are likely field stars. The solid line is the Schmidt-Kaier (1982) ZAMS, while dashed lines are the same 
ZAMS, but shifted along the reddening line by the adopted colour excesses indicated above them. They correspond to the adopted ones for the foreground 
population (Eb-v = 0.5) and for the cluster stars (Eb-v = 2.45) (see also Section 3.3). The dashed arrow indicates the normal reddening path, (b) B — V 
versus V — I diagrams. Symbols are the same as in panel (a) and solid lines are intrinsic colours for luminosity class V and III from Cousins (1978a,b). Dashed 
arrows indicate the reddening paths for normal (Ry = 3.1) and abnormal Ry values.
U-B B-V V-l V-K J-K
Figure 3. Optical CMDs of stars located in DI and Fl zones (see also Section 3.1 and Fig. 1 for zone definitions). Symbols are the same as in Fig. 2. The solid 
and dashed curves are the Schmidt-Kaier (1982) empirical ZAMS and the MS path from Cousins (1978a,b) and Koornneef (1983). Solid curves are corrected 
by the adopted cluster apparent distance modulus (see Section 3.3).
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Figure 5. Optical CMDs of stars located in D2 and F2 zones (see also Section 3.1 and Fig. 1 for zone definitions). Symbols and curves are the same as in 
Fig. 3.
M/Mo
Figure 6. IMFs of Danks 1 (upper plot) and Danks 2 (lower plot). Error bars 
are from Poisson statistics. The least-square fittings for the more massive 
bins are indicated by solid right lines (open circles indicate bins not used 
in the fits. See the text for details). For clarity, each IMF was shifted by an 
arbitrary constant (‘C’).
(Fig. la). The adopted centres for the clusters were taken from 
simbad and are presented in Table 4. Photometric diagrams of these 
clusters (Figs 2-5) show that they (i) suffer substantial reddening 
(Eb_v = 2.45 for Danks 1 and 2.4 for Danks 2), (ii) exhibit ab­
normal R value (3.6-4.0) and (iii) may also suffer a differential 
reddening across selected regions. In order to perform membership 
assignment, the individual position of the stars in all the photometric 
diagrams has been carefully inspected aiming at checking their con­
sistency in all these diagrams simultaneously. This latter point was 
performed assuming that we were dealing with young populations, 
and the star positions on the CMDs were close to the location of 
a compatible ZAMS solution, by using previously adopted colour 
excess ratios and colour excess values. However, we allow for some 
dispersion around the adopted ZAMS due to the probable presence 
of dust inside the cluster, and also due to photometric errors (mainly 
in U band). As a following step, we took into account the number 
of stars for each magnitude bin according to the apparent luminos­
ity functions (LFs) (see Baume et al. 2004a; Baume, Vázquez & 
Carraro 2004b; Baume et al. 2006). This procedure was applied 
for all stars down to an adopted Vlim ~ 19. At fainter magnitudes, 
contamination by field stars becomes severe, preventing an easy 
identification of faint cluster members. The fit of a properly red­
dened Schmidt-Kaier (1982) ZAMS to the blue edge of the adopted 
member stars yields a distance modulus Vo — Mv = 10.0 ± 0.3 for 
Danks 1 and Vo — Mv = 11.5 ± 0.3 for Danks 2 (errors from eye 
inspection). An age of about 5 Myr can be estimated for both clus­
ters taking into account the Meynet, Mermilliod & Maeder (1993) 
calibration. It must be noted that distance values are lower than
© 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation © 2009 RAS, MNRAS 398, 221-232
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Figure 7. Optical TCDs of stars located inDB5130 andDB5131 zones (see also Section 3.1 and Fig. 1 for zone definitions). Symbols and curves are the same 
as in Fig. 2
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Figure 8. Optical CMDs of stars located in DB5130, F130, DBS131 and F131 zones (see also Section 3.1 and Fig. 1 for zone definitions). Symbols and 
curves are the same as in Fig. 3. A1, A2 and A3 are stars’ identification from Leistra et al. (2005).
those obtained in previous works (e.g. Bica et al. 2004), and this is 
mainly due to the abnormal extinction law that we derive and adopt 
in this study.
To compute the cluster LFs and initial mass functions (IMFs), 
the following procedure was adopted.
(i) Stars located in cluster zones (DI and D2) and comparison 
zones (Fl and F2) were selected. Additionally, in order to minimize 
the contamination of stars from the field population, only those stars 
with V — I >(V — 7)^ were considered [values of (V — Z)lim equal 
to 3.4 and 3.0 were adopted for DI/Fl and D2/F2, respectively]. 
All these stars were then called ‘red stars’.
(ii) The apparent LFs of the clusters were obtained by subtracting 
the apparent LF of ‘red stars’ in the corresponding comparison zone 
(Fl or F2) from the apparent LF of ‘red stars’ placed in the clusters 
zones (DI or D2). Bins were chosen in a way to avoid negative final 
values.
(iii) The resulting apparent LFs were shifted in magnitude to 
correct them by absorption and distance and to obtain the final LFs.
(iv) Finally, the IMFs of the clusters were computed by convert­
ing LF bins into mass bins using the mass-luminosity relation given 
by Scalo (1986).
The resulting apparent LFs and IMFs are presented in Table 5 
and in Fig. 6, respectively, together with the corresponding IMF 
slopes.
3.3.2 Embedded clusters
The region under study contains three recently detected (Dutra et al. 
2003), embedded clusters. They were identified as BDS2003 130,
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Figure 9. Optical TCDs of stars located in Field zone (see also Section 3.1 and Fig. 1 for zone definitions). Curves are the same as in Fig. 2.
02468 I 2 3 42468
B-l VI VK
Figure 10. Left-hand plots: observational optical CMDs of stars located in Field zone (see Section 3.1 and Fig. 1 for zone definitions). Curves are the same as 
in Fig. 3. Right-hand plots: a simulation of the CMDs corresponding to the Galactic contribution along the (7. b) = (305:37 + 0:12) line of sight. Left-hand 
panel highlights the different contribution of the thin/thick disc and halo populations. Right-hand panel shows the same simulation but analysing the distribution 
of the thin disc population at different distances along the line of sight. The red oblique sequence is best explained as due to the projection of giants and red 
clump stars at different distances.
Table 4. Parameters of the analysed stellar groups.
Stellar group Centre Eb-v R V - My Ay Vo - My Age (Myr) IMF slope
0'201)0 ■Uooo
Danks 1 13:12:27.0 -62:41:59.7 2.45 4.0 19.80 9.8 10.0 -5 -1.5
Danks 2 13:12:55.3 -62:40:42.0 2.40 3.6 19.83 8.7 11.5 -5 -1.1
DBS2003 130 13:11:54.0 -62:47:02.0 2.3 —4.5 -24.9 10.4 14.5 -1-3 -
DBS2003 131 13:11:39.4 -62:33:11.5 2.6 -4.5 -25.2 11.7 13.5 -1-3 -0.98-1.5
Foreground 13:12:43.4 -62:39:02.2 -0.5 3.1 -9-11 -1.5 —7.5-9.5 - -
Note. Foreground coordinates correspond to the centre of the observed area (see Fig. 1).
IMF slope values for DBS2003 131 were taken from Leistra et al. (2005) and included for comparison.
131 and 132. Each cluster is, respectively, found very near to the 
Hu regions G305.27-0.01. G305.3+0.2 and G3O5.3+0.1, which 
can also be identified, respectively, with the S155, S156 and S154 
bubbles from the Churchwell et al. (2006) catalogue.
Our observations allowed us to obtain reliable information for 
BDS2003 130 and 131. Unfortunately. BDS2003 132 is too near 
to the position of star HD 1 14515 preventing detection of faint 
stars. Both BDS2003 130 and BDS2003 131 (=G305.3+0.2) are 
not visible in Fig. 1(a), and their presence is suggested only in 
our deep frames (see Figs lb and d). Nevertheless, the CMDs of 
their zones (DBS130 and D/1.S I 3I) clearly trace their presence. 
especially when the diagrams are compared with their respective 
comparison fields (Fl 30 and Fl 31) as shown in Fig. 8. Additionally, 
their TCDs (Fig. 7) reveal that both clusters suffer an abnormal 
extinction law and an F ~ 4.5 value is adopted for them. It must 
be noted that since almost all the considered cluster stars are at 
the limit of our photometry, their individual values must be taken as 
preliminary estimations and only the group structure in the diagrams 
can be considered valid. Still, stars indicated with black circles in 
the photometric diagrams can be considered as very probable YSOs.
In this way, it is possible to obtain an estimation of their param­
eters considering they are suffering a similar reddening than Danks
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Table 5. Apparent LFs.
Danks 1 Danks 2
AV N AV N
14.0-16.0 1 14.0-16.0 3
16.0-18.0 4 16.0-17.0 6
18.0-19.0 13 17.0-18.0 12
19.0-20.0 12 18.0-19.0 20
20.0-21.0 22 19.0-20.0 20
21.0-22.0 20 20.0-22.0 14
22.0-23.0 16 22.0-24.0 12
23.0-24.0 17 24.0-26.0 0
24.0-25.0 10
Table 6. Photometrie data and adopted parameters 
for WR 48a.
Photometry Parameters
U 19.89 ÊB-V ~-2.4
B 19.37 ÄISM ~■ 3.8
V 17.13 (Av)ism ~-9.1
I 13.25 (Av)csm ~2
J 8.74 Vo - My '~ 10.9
H 6.80 My ~ - 4.9
K 5.09
Note. JHK photometry was taken from the 2MASS 
catalogue.
My was taken from Lundstrom & Stenholm (1984).
1/2 (Eb_v ~ 2.5). This assumption is coherent with the B — V 
values (~2.1-2.4) of assumed YSO members. To estimate their dis­
tances, we again use a shifted Schmidt-Kaier (1982) ZAMS. The 
obtained cluster parameters are presented in Table 4. In the case 
of BDS2003 131, the distance is comparable with that derived in 
other studies (Leistra et al. 2005; Longmore et al. 2007) based on 
near-IR data or kinematic modelling of the related H ii region (see 
Churchwell et al. 2006).
3.3.3 Star WR 48a
WR 48a is a WC9 star (Danks et al. 1983), and is placed within ~1 
arcmin of the clusters Danks 1/2. The distance estimation performed 
by Danks et al. (1983) was of 4 kpc; however van der Hucht (2001) 
concluded that it was only about 1.2 kpc away. On the other hand, 
the Danks et al. (1983) estimation of the absorption that this star 
is suffering is Ay ~ 9.2. This value is compatible with the values 
found for Danks 1/2 (see Table 4). Notwithstanding, the fact that 
WR stars can involve circumstellar envelopes producing intrinsic 
absorption seems reasonable to associate WR 48a star with the 
clusters Danks 1/2 distance. Given the photometric values obtained 
for this star (see Table 6) and its position in the CMDs of the clusters, 
its results are consistent with being a probable run away member as 
was previously assumed by Lundstrom & Stenholm (1984). In this 
case, the average values of the parameters between Danks 1/2 can be 
assumed for the WR star. In this way, the absorption value comes 
only from the interstellar medium (ISM) [(Ay)ISM] and adopting 
also My = —4.9 value from Lundstrom & Stenholm (1984) for 
a WC9 star, it is possible to estimate the circumstellar absorption 
[(Av)csmL All the obtained values are presented in Table 6, and 
they indicate that only a minor amount of the total visual absorption 
is produced by the stellar envelope.
3.4 The field
The comparison of the photometric diagrams (TCDs and CMDs) of 
the field region is presented in Figs 9 and 10. The U — B versus 
B — V diagram reveals the presence of a relatively small group of 
blue stars (black symbols). On the other hand, all the CMDs show 
two clear parallel blue and red sequences.
For a deeper understanding of these diagrams, and in particular 
that of the parallel red sequence, we make a comparison between 
the observed diagrams and that of the expected Galactic contribu­
tion along this line of sight. The latter is estimated by making use 
of the Robin et al. (2003) Galactic model which provides synthetic 
CMDs at any given Galactic coordinates. These synthetic diagrams 
have been successfully used (e.g. Momany et al. 2004, 2006) to 
explain the presence of other seemingly anomalous features around 
Galactic open clusters. Fig. 10 (see the coloured version) compares 
the observed V versus B — I CMD with the expected Galactic con­
tribution along the (/, b) = (305/37, +0.12) line of sight according 
to the Besançon simulation.3 In the middle panel of the right-hand 
plot of Fig. 10, we first disentangle between the stellar populations 
belonging to the three simulated Galactic main components (thin 
and thick discs plus halo) in this direction. Clearly, the simulation 
shows that we expect little, if any, halo contribution, and that most 
of the Galactic contribution is due to thin disc populations. The 
true nature of the red and oblique sequence is best explained in the 
right-hand panel of the plot. Indeed, when analysing the distance 
distribution of the thin disc populations, the location of the red 
oblique sequence is re-constructed as the projection of red clump 
stars and bright giants at different distances.
Additionally, the use of the Schmidt-Kaier (1982) ZAMS indi­
cates that the brighter part of the blue sequence (black symbols in 
the left-hand panel of Fig. 10) is associated with a nearby group of 
stars with EB_V ~ 0.5 and a distance modulus V — My ~ 9-11, 
corresponding to about 350-750 pc.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 The Galactic spiral structure in Carina 
and Centaurus regions
Previous investigations by our group (Vázquez et al. 2005; 
Carraro & Costa 2009) presented optical observations near the field 
addressed in this paper. The multiple young and blue populations 
along the line of view were found to reveal three different spiral 
features at increasing distance from the Sun.
In this paper, we strengthen this conclusion and lend further 
support to the presence of at least three populations in this Galactic 
sector: (i) the first is a spatially spread foreground population placed 
mainly between 350 and 750 pc; (ii) the second is situated just 
behind a very dark cloud at 1-3 kpc, and is represented by the 
clusters Danks 1/2, and finally (iii) a third population which is 
traced by the embedded clusters, located at about 5-7 kpc.
The results are illustrated in Fig. 11 where the Vallée (2005) spiral 
arms’ model is also shown as dotted curves. In this plot, we sum­
marized the recent findings of Carraro & Costa (2009), Vázquez 
et al. (2005) and this study. The various segments indicate the lo­
cation and corresponding uncertainties of the different populations 
detected along the I = 290°, 305° and 306° line of sight.
We confirmed the early findings by Vázquez et al. (2005) that 
the populations beyond the open cluster Stock 16 (their groups A
3 Note that the synthetic diagrams do not suffer completeness effects.
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Figure 11. The groups we discuss in this paper are here superposed to the Vallée (2005) model of Galactic spiral structure (dotted curves) together with some 
of the H11 regions (red symbols) adapted from Russeil (2003) in the left-hand panel (a) and from Paladini. Davies & DeZotti (2004) in the right-hand panel 
(b). Our groups are indicated as solid black segments representing their location and distance error. The green groups have been discussed in Carraro & Costa 
(2009) and are located at / = 290°, whilst the blue groups have been studied by Vazquez et al. (2005) towards I = 306°. The symbols I. II and III indicate the 
Scutum-Crux. Carina-Sagittarius and Perseus arms, respectively (see the text for more details).
and B) are most probably associated with Scutum-Crux. The same 
association could tentatively be done for the embedded clusters 
studied in this paper. The Danks 1/2 clusters, on the other hand, 
clearly belong to the Carina branch of the Carina-Sagittarius arm, 
like Stock 16 and the population A described in Carraro & Costa 
(2009). In this scenario it appears, however, that the Scutum-Crux 
arm as traced by Vallée should have a larger pitch angle than I I . In 
fact, his plots indicate that this parameter has a a 4°. However, 
some alternative scenarios are viable: (i) the observed displacement 
from the model can be accounted for by the natural width of 1 Kpc 
for spiral arms (see Vallée 2005) or (ii) the two most distant groups 
falling in between Scutum-Crux and Carina are tracing an intcr- 
arm structure, or a branch of Carina. This latter possibility finds 
some support from the existence of several H n regions at the same 
position of these two groups (Russeil 2003: Paladini et al. 2004; see 
also Fig. 11).
More directions close to this region have to be studied. For exam­
ple, more deeper, detailed and complementary analyses in different 
wavelengths as optical and IR by using objects as embedded clus­
ters seem necessary to better trace the spiral structure in the fourth 
Galactic quadrant.
4.2 Cluster IMFs
There is an important spread in the IMF slopes computed for massive 
stars among several young clusters in the Galaxy. This is not yet 
fully understood, and can be attributed to the fact that (a) the IMF 
may not have a universal shape or/and (b) there are intrinsic mistakes 
in its computation (Scalo 1998).
Considering then the IMF slope given by
x = - log(d,V/d log M)/ log M,
where dN is the number of stars within the logarithmic mass interval 
d logM around logM. The widely accepted slope values are x — 
1.35 (Salpeter 1955) or 1.7 (Scalo 1998). However, in several very 
young open clusters (age < 107 yr; see e.g. Baume et al. 2004a and 
references therein) we detect lower values for this parameter.
Our computed values for the clusters Danks 1/2 together with 
the value obtained by Leistra et al. (2005) for DBS2003 131 are 
presented in Table 4. The results are coherent and lie within the range 
of typically accepted values for very young clusters. However, we 
remark that our derived IMFs and their slope values are influenced 
by poor statistics.
5 CONCLUSIONS
A uniform and deep study was performed in a region of the Galactic 
plane towards / = 305 . This region includes the open clusters 
Danks 1/2, their surrounding field and also three embedded IR 
clusters. The main properties of the different populations located 
along this line of sight were derived, and a description of ISM 
(through the colour excess behaviour) has allowed us to sketch a 
better picture of the observed clusters in this Galactic direction. 
In particular, the basic parameters of Danks 1/2, DBS2003 130 
and 131. were determined. It must be noted that the method used, 
analysing each stellar photometric location and the inclusion of U 
filter, has helped us obtain mean distance values for the open clusters 
that are quite different from those derived in recent papers, where 
the latter are based on the analysis of only the global morphology of 
the CMDs. Additionally, our optical methods applied for classical 
embedded clusters offer compatible results with those specific ones 
used in IR, giving then more reliability to the results achieved in both 
cases. Our results indicate that in order to obtain better picture of 
complex and reddened regions, near-ultraviolet data are necessary. 
The performed analysis indicates that Danks 1/2 are almost at the 
same distance from the Sun, located probably on the Scutum-Crux 
arm. The analysis of the location of these grouping, together with 
previous detections in the same portion of the disc, is helping us to 
get a better picture of the spiral structure of the inner Milky Way.
Additionally, rough estimates of the IMFs for both objects were 
computed for the first time. The derived slope values were similar to 
those of other studied, addressing young open clusters. Lastly, the 
optical photometric values of WR 48a were presented and its main 
parameters were estimated, considering it as a runaway member of 
Danks 1/2.
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